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Larry Simpson, who was a principal for 17 years in Vernon, now serves as principal at BIS Canada, one of several B.C. offshore schools in Seoul, South Korea.
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CBIS principal Rick Erickson and academic director Sarah Baik in a Seoul classroom. CBIS teaches the B.C. curriculum to about 120 students across Grades 1-8.
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B.C. classes find favour abroad

Demand growing for provincial curriculum in offshore schools from Egypt to South Korea
Elaine O’Connor
SUNDAY
REPORTER

eoconnor@
theprovince.com
twitter.com/
elaine_oconnor

It’s a hot summer day in June,
but students in Mike Whitehead’s
Grade 9 socials class are reliving the
brutal winters Samuel de Champlain
suffered through.
At desks strewn with cellphones
and snacks they call out Champlain’s
deeds — 1608: founded Quebec City;
1615: visited Hurons — while Whitehead, a University of Victoria grad,
jots facts on a whiteboard.
There’s a break in focus when a student calls the Father of New France
“Champagne,” prompting giggles,
then it’s back to work. Exams loom.
This could be any Grade 9 class in
B.C. But it’s not in the province at all.
The class follows the B.C. curriculum to the letter, yet it’s located 8,000
kilometres away at the BIS Canada
school in Seoul, South Korea — one
of 42 offshore schools in six countries that teach a B.C.-certified curriculum.
Most are in China (33) and Korea
(5), with single schools in Thailand,
Egypt, Qatar and Colombia. In all,
9,800 K-12 students are working
toward Dogwood diplomas at B.C.
offshores — an international cohort

“We’re surrounded by Canadian teachers
and Canadian English. There are times we
forget we’re in Korea.”
— MATTHEW JONES
CBIS TEACHER

roughly the size of the Comox Valley
district, and larger than 40 individual
B.C. boards.
Offshores are a key feature of the
B.C. government’s international
education strategy, which aims to
attract 50 per cent more foreign students to B.C. — 47,000 pupils — by
2015/16.
These schools, which have not
been without controversy (see sidebar on opposite page), market B.C.
abroad and create a pool of graduates to funnel into our post-secondaries.
Meanwhile, offshore fees generate
$4.35 million for the Ministry of Education each year.
Brenda Neufeld, director of the
Ministry’s International Education

Branch, stresses that “curriculum
fees and recoveries are negligible in
the big picture. Ultimately, the bigger benefit of having students offshore is their (future) contributions
to our economy (and) also to our
internationalization.”
Offshores are also an important
pillar of federal international education goals. There are 105 Canadian offshores with 50,000 students in
22 countries.
The 2014 federal international education strategy also aims to boost
enrolment of foreign students studying in Canada (265,377 in 2012) to
entice 450,000 foreign students into
Canadian programs by 2022.
Though the first B.C. offshore was
founded 17 years ago, few people in

the province are familiar with them
or their impact on B.C.’s teachers,
economy and image abroad.
■■■
At Canada B.C. International
School (CBIS), it’s hard to find evidence that you’re in Seoul.
Grade 6 teacher Matthew Jones’s
classroom is decorated with Canadian flags and maps.
A Wayne Gretzky Edmonton Oilers
jersey and Blue Jays Joe Carter shirt
hang on a wall. Hallways are lined
with art on Canada’s underground
railroad and B.C.’s gold rush.
“We’re surrounded by Canadian
teachers and Canadian English,”
said Jones. “There are times we forget we’re in Korea.”
On closer inspection, there are distinct differences. Offshore schools,
which charge $15,000 per year in
tuition, have amenities budgetstrapped B.C. schools struggle to
provide: nursing stations, music
programs, dance studios, yoga lessons, staffed libraries, Wi-Fi, art ateliers, hot lunches and computer labs
with Apple Macs and iPads.
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BIS Canada students Miley Kim, left, and Amy Yun. Many Korean
parents opt for the B.C. school system to remove their children from
the pressures of highly competitive South Korean education.

Just as importantly, they fill a need
for foreign students and families.
Before the first B.C. offshore
opened in Korea in 2010, the only
choice for students wanting a Dogwood was to live in B.C.
Frequently, this meant splitting
families: one parent accompanied
children, the other stayed to work.
“I’ve seen a lot of families torn
apart,” said BIS Canada viceprincipal Adam Reid, a former
international student coordinator
in Duncan.
“I’ve seen families separated for six
to seven years. Mom and kids were
living in Canada, dad was in Korea
making money and maybe coming
for vacations.”
“There are so many social issues
when they’re sent off like a satellite
kid and they’re not ready,” agreed
CBIS academic director Sarah Baik,
a former Ontario public school
international coordinator.
In the offshore system, Baik said
students “are getting this quality
B.C. education in Korea. Their identity as a Korean — while learning
English and cultural Western ways

Offshore school fees
All costs of offshore schools are
borne by foreign operators. Each
school in turn pays fees to the Ministry of Education, which operates the
program on a “cost-recovery basis.”
Together, B.C’s 42 offshores contributed $4.35 million to the ministry in 2013/14. Fees include:

›
›
›
›
›

Application fee: $5,000
one time
Curriculum fee: $10,000
per year
Program fee: $5,000
per year
Student registration fee:
$350 per student per year
Offshores must also pay
inspectors’ travel costs during
applications, annual reviews
and audits.

— stays intact, and they’re prepared
to go to higher education in Canada
or the United States.”
Increasingly, South Korean parents are choosing offshores to offer
their children an escape from gruelling national schools.
The Korean system is cutthroat:
students start evaluations for university in grade school. College
entrance exams are so critical that
air traffic is routed around test sites
to avoid disruption.
Just one per cent of senior students
are accepted to Korea’s top three
universities, which is key to attaining prestigious jobs.
“International studies show that
while Koreans are high performing,
they’re also the least happy students
in the world,” said former Parksville
teacher Kelly Card, vice-principal
at the Seoul offshore Westminster
Canadian Academy.
“Now some parents are concerned
about the price kids are paying,”
added BIS principal Larry Simpson,
a veteran Vernon educator.
“One of the highest causes of death
for teenagers is suicide.”
Korean schools feature rigid teaching and rote memorization.
Discipline is harsh — the government ended corporal punishment
just a few years ago.
“In my Korean school, I saw
many people spanked for being
bad,” said WCA Grade 2 student
Stella Kim.
Plus, students’ school days don’t
end with the bell. The majority
attend cram schools, called hagwons, for tutoring in everything
from English to robotics.
“There is so much pressure and
bullying in Korean schools,” said
Scott Reid of Sidney, offshore program consultant for Seoul’s B.C.
Collegiate Canada (BCCC).
“In middle school, upwards of 80
per cent go to hagwons. By the time
they’re in high school, they’re studying from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m.”
Parent Joe Kim, whose son Johnny
Oh is in Grade 4 at BCCC, said offshores offered a reprieve.
“Korean education is very harsh,”
she said.
Now, her son spends “half the day
on education and half the day they
can do P.E. and arts. I think that
makes him happier.”
■■■
B.C. offshores also offer options to
B.C. teachers.
For the most part, the B.C.-certified teachers who staff offshores are
recent teachers’ college grads frustrated by an inability to find more
than on-call jobs at home.
In the past, English academies and
tutoring were the best international
alternatives.
Continued on Page A10
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BCCC vice-principal Rob Tardif, shown at a class in Seoul, previously
taught at an offshore in China, where schools have faced grade-mill
allegations — though he says he was never asked to alter marks.

Schools seek to dispel
concerns, controversy
B.C. offshores are regulated by the
province, which requires that schools
undergo certification and yearly
inspections.
Among the requirements, every
teacher delivering B.C. curriculum
must be certified by the B.C. Teacher Regulation Branch.
The Ministry of Education handles
complaints and can revoke certification. Offshores aim to boost B.C.’s
education brand and attract foreign
students to study later on in B.C.
“They are over there in other countries as flagships,”said Brenda Neufeld,
director of the Ministry’s International
Education Branch. “They solidify B.C.’s
reputation as an education leader,
they’re a source of employment for
B.C. teachers and they offer opportunities for cultural exchanges.”
The sector has grown swiftly to
9,800 students in 42 schools, but it’s
not without controversy or misconceptions. Some critics believe offshores cost B.C. taxpayers or are little more than grade mills.
“In everything I’ve seen written, B.C.
taxpayers are concerned they’re paying for them,” said BIS Canada’s Adam
Reid. “We don’t get anything from the
government.”
Grade-mill concerns have a basis in
fact. In 2012, teachers in China’s Maple
Leaf offshore chain alleged they’d
been pressured to raise marks.
Neufeld said the ministry launched
a review and overhauled the program
in 2013.
Among the new rules, schools must
pair up with a B.C. school and have
students write five provincials to
graduate. A requirement for a quarter
of each grad class to spend a semester in B.C. was dropped due to concerns over feasibility and capacity.
Not all offshores agreed with the
changes. BCCC’s Scott Reid called the
overhaul a “disaster” that caused “a lot
of uncertainty” in the sector.

“In everything
I’ve seen written,
B.C. taxpayers
are concerned
they’re paying for
(offshore schools).
We don’t get
anything from
the government.”
— ADAM REID
BIS CANADA

Five schools cancelled their B.C. programs and the ministry revoked certification of a sixth, China’s Grand Canada Academy Hongkou School.
BCCC teacher and vice-principal
Rob Tardif, who worked at a Maple
Leaf site for six years before moving
to South Korea, said he’d never been
asked to alter marks.
Yet he admitted Chinese offshores
— exclusively for high-schoolers —
can be of lower quality as teachers
have only three years to get students
fluent in English and exam-ready.
“In China, we had serious English
challenges,” he said.
“Teaching to the test isn’t what we
want to do, but it was required so they
could face the rigours of the exam.”
BCCC program director Keith Gallinelli, who spent seven years teaching in China, stressed although “there
may by negative perceptions about
offshore schools, all the students
I’ve worked with who have graduated and gone to school in Canada or
the States are successful. Every one
tells me the B.C. curriculum prepared
them well.”
— Elaine O’Connor
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Now, offshore teachers gain experience teaching the provincial curriculum and retain membership in
the B.C. Teachers’ Federation and
Teacher Regulation Board; experience that counts toward their pay
scale when they return.
“It’s just like working two years in a
different district,” said Fernie native
Brita Mill, who teaches Grade 2 at
CBIS. She could find only substitute
posts at home.
“I’m teaching exactly what I
teach in B.C.,” added Vanderhoof’s
Andrew Mathie, who teaches math
and physics at BIS Canada.
While the curriculum is identical
to B.C. schools, there can be practical differences.
“Sometimes it’s harder to teach
because the kids are all ESL,” said
CBIS teacher Katie McGifford of
Langley.
Penticton native Robert Marthaller,
a Grade 6 teacher at WCA, said it can
be hard to deprogram parents from
equating mountains of homework
with learning.
Others stress the need to slow down
and explain geography or concepts
such as Aboriginal culture.
“We look at the big map of Canada
frequently,” said CBIS teacher Jones.
“We can’t take for granted everyone
knows where Victoria is.”
■■■
If the B.C. government has its
way, not only will offshore students
learn exactly where the B.C. capital is upon graduation, many will
choose to study there.
B.C. offshores act as feeder
schools, creating pools of Englishfluent, Canada-savvy grads interested in studying abroad.
Long term, B.C. benefits as international university students, who gain
admission in a separate stream from
domestic ones, pay higher tuition.
UBC vice provost Angela Redish
explained “by contributing to overhead costs the international students
support the facilities and services for
the whole UBC community, bringing
benefits to all UBC students.”
Foreign students also shore up our
labour force if they choose to stay as
skilled immigrants.
Ministry officials say 150 B.C. offshore grads choose to enrol at B.C.
post-secondaries each year, a number set to grow as newer offshores
add senior grades.
Already, the strategy is bearing fruit. BIS Canada was the first
Korean B.C. offshore to graduate
students this past June: 14 of their
17 grads were accepted at Canadian universities, including the University of B.C., the University of Victoria, Emily Carr University of Art +
Design, University of Toronto, York
University and McGill University.
At least three students chose UBC,

›
›
›
›
Matthew Jones teaches a Grade 6 class at Canada B.C. International School in Seoul. With Joe Carter and
Wayne Gretzky jerseys and a maple leaf flag on the wall, the classrooms at CBIS have a very Canadian
feel, to the extent that staff sometimes forget they are in South Korea. ELAINE O’CONNOR PHOTOS/PNG

BIS CANADA, Seoul
Accredited: 2010
Students: Approx. 300
Grades: 1-12, non-B.C. K
biscanada.org
B.C. COLLEGIATE CANADA,
Seoul
Accredited: 2011
Students: Approx. 290
Grades: K-9, incl. B.C. K
bcccanada.net
CANADA B.C. INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL (CBIS), Seoul
Accredited: 2013
Students: Approx. 120
Grades: 1-8, non-B.C. K
cbis.or.kr
WESTMINSTER CANADIAN
ACADEMY, Seoul
Accredited: 2013
Students: Approx. 60
Grades: 1-9
wcacanada.org
SEJONG INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL (SIS CANADA), Sokcho
Accredited: 2012
Students: Approx. 70
Grades: 1-12, non-B.C. K
siscanada.org

The parents of Grade 2 student Stella Kim, left, moved her to
Westminster Canadian Academy due to the strict discipline in Korean
schools. Above, twins Jae Young Lee, left, and Jae Seung Lee chose to
study at UBC after being accepted at several Canadian universities.

In Monday’s Province

›

In Part 2 of our three-part
series on B.C.’s international
education economy, we look
at the changing trends in K-12
international students choosing to relocate to B.C. to study
in our public schools.

among them twins Jae Seung Lee
and Jae Young Lee.
“I never heard about UBC until
I came here,” said Seung Lee, who
was also accepted to U of T, York and
McGill.
“I think it was critical, the fact that
I studied in a B.C. offshore.”

Still, there are hurdles to overcome
to boost Canada’s share of postsecondary foreign students. Chief
among them in South Korea is the
brand-status of U.S. Ivy Leagues,
which dominate wish lists.
“People are more familiar with the
big U.S. education institutions,” said
CBIS parent Hyun Jung Choi, whose
son Justin Oh is in Grade 4. “Mothers and fathers are not familiar with
the Canadian options.”
“Ask most parents in Asia where
they want their kids to go, and once
you get past Harvard and Yale, they
don’t really know,” agreed BCCC
program director Keith Gallinelli.
Educators, parents and students at

Korean offshores stressed the need
for Canada to better market its postsecondaries.
Among their suggestions: create
Asian overseas offices to represent
B.C. universities, publicize global rankings, promote program specialties, emphasize the affordability and safety of Canadian campuses, and provide clear instruction on
how to live and work in Canada after
obtaining a degree.
But even when offshore students
choose non-Canadian post-secondaries, administrators stress the B.C.
program strengthens international
relations by creating Canada-savvy
global citizens.

At the Korean offshores, staff spoke
of parents’ surprise watching kids
cheer for Canada during the Sochi
Olympics or asking to visit B.C. on
vacation. Others reported children
saying “eh” at home.
“We are not only ambassadors for
education,” explained Campbell River’s Cheryl Lloyd, principal of WCA,
“we are ambassadors for Canada.”
Funding for this research was provided by the Asia Pacific Foundation
of Canada’s Media Fellowship Program, supported in part by Cathay
Pacific Airways. The reporter’s views
do not necessarily reflect those of
either organization.

